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PRE-TOURNAMENT INTERVIEW: GERINA PILLER 
April 26, 2016    BRITTANY LANG 
 
 

MODERATOR:  Good morning, everybody.  We're here at Las Colinas Country Club for the 

Volunteers of America Texas Shootout with a couple of locals, Brittany Lang, Gerina Piller.  I 

guess I'll just start out by saying what's it like playing in a tournament in your home state?  

 

BRITTANY LANG:  It's great, it's great that you get to stay at home.  It's definitely a lot more 

work as well because you're running around trying to promote the tournament, do some 

different things with the tournament.  But there's nothing like playing in Dallas and sleeping 

in your own bed, driving your own car.  I did a couple things yesterday to promote the event 

and all of our friends came out and family, so it's really cool to be home and to have that 

support, just to see it.  I'm always amazed just how much support that I get from people that 

have seen me grow up and they all come out here and watch and we get such a great 

turnout.  So it's definitely special, and I love the being home so it's definitely a great week. 

 

GERINA PILLER:  (Inaudible) would say this is technically not my home state but I live here.  

Yeah, it's pretty cool to be able to stay at home and just kind of have that hometown feel and 

it's kind of like playing a home game.  You have people that come out that will -- that are 

going to be rooting for you.  And it's not like when you go to Asia and you don't know a soul 

out there, you just feel like you're by yourself.  Just to come out here and round up all the 

tickets you can for your friends and family who want to come out and watch is pretty special.  

And my family from Mexico's coming, so I'm excited to see them. 

 

MODERATOR:  Brittany, you in particular have many some special memories here on that 

9th green.  Take me back to 2013 when your husband Kevin surprised you there after the 

round.  

 

BRITTANY LANG:  Yeah, it was pretty special.  I definitely didn't expect it and it's cool that 

we have that on video.  Of course it's so Kevin to do something like that, he's very loud, but 

it was really cool.  I've watched it a bunch so it's cool that we always have that.  Our family 

and friends were here and we're here at home to celebrate.  Yeah, when Kevin and I come 

out here and play practice rounds and stuff.  We're always like, "This is where it happened," 

so it's always cool to have that moment. 

 

MODERATOR:  And Gerina, for you this past week with your husband has been kind of 

special as well.  Tied third at Swinging Skirts on Sunday and he was tied fourth at Valero.  

Did you get to catch up with him before you came here and how did you celebrate that?  

 

GERINA PILLER:  Yeah, the crazy life we live, I caught a redeye from San Francisco back 

home and he was there to pick me up in the morning.  He was flying to the Zurich, but his 

flight wasn't until 8:30 so we got to hang out for the day, have breakfast and just kind of 

vegged out on the couch.  That's kind of our way of celebrating is going home and doing 

nothing.  We're pretty exciting people. 
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MODERATOR:  And you recently had a television spot, too, with him that just came out, 

your competition and how you won the competition last week, that was pretty cool.  How was 

filming that with him?  

 

GERINA PILLER:  Yeah, it a lot of fun.  I've done some media spots and some sponsorship 

obviously by myself, but to do it with your husband and your best friend is pretty cool.  In a 

way it's a little more challenging because we get the giggles and we can't be serious.  I just 

think he's hilarious, he just makes me laugh all the time.  They did a great job with the script 

and we just had a blast filming it.  It's kind of a joke that we're not competitive, but we kind of 

are.   

 

But as far as golf goes on our tours, a lot of people always ask him like, Does it make you 

mad when your wife beats you?  He's like, No, when she beats me that's like really good 

because that means that she's making lots of money and we're making lots of money.  And 

he goes, When the guys on tour beat me, that makes me mad, not when my wife beats me. 

 

MODERATOR:  So this tournament in particular is kind of interesting, it has two cuts.  Both 

of you have had some success making it to Sunday here.  So what does it take on this 

course to get past that?   

 

BRITTANY LANG:  Yeah, it's kind of cool that they have the shootout here in North Texas, 

that they do that.  The course looks great.  Some of the fairways can be difficult.  Actually, 

some of the holes can be a little bit tricky, but as good of shape as the course is in it will be a 

little bit easier to hold some of those fairways.  Like 15, 1 and 9, the greens look great.  So I 

think you have to do your homework on the greens for sure because they break a lot and 

they can be a little bit tricky.  Yeah, it's a great course.  The forecast looks to be decent.  I 

know we're going to get some rain, which I think will help us throw some darts in there with 

the greens being a little bit softer.  Yeah, I think just doing your homework on the greens and 

just hitting some good tee balls and hitting fairways. 

 

GERINA PILLER:  Making lots of birdies, that always fixes things.  There are some -- it's 

kind of like every course, there's a lot of holes that -- I won't say a lot, but there's holes that 

give you the green light and there's holes that you have to kind of take a par and move on.  

Definitely they have some really good finishing holes on this golf course and, you know, the 

wind obviously is going to play a factor.  Just like any other course, fairways and greens.  I 

always enjoyed these greens, they're always fast and they roll really true, so if you can get 

the ball rolling, I think that will be key.  

 

MODERATOR:  We'll open it up for any questions. 

 

Q.  I was just wondering, you talked about the course and the finish.  Can you talk 

about the closing holes and kind of risks and rewards on those holes? 

 

GERINA PILLER:  Yeah, we'll start at 15.  It's always downwind and you have that water 
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that runs out in the fairway, so it's a tricky tee ball because you don't know, especially when 

it's firm.  I haven't played the course yet so I don't know if it's firm or not, but you're kind of 

relying on the bounce there.  And going to 16, it's very demanding off the tee.  The green, 

the green kind of sits away from you so to have a short iron into that hole is a huge 

advantage.  17 obviously being a longer par 3, and then 18, again it's a very demanding tee 

shot and get a good tee ball down there and you're able to go for it.  Again, that's definitely a 

risk-reward on that. 

 

Q.  Gerina, three top-10s in the last four events.  You made a comment I think after 

Swinging Skirts about how you're starting to feel more comfortable seeing your name 

on the leaderboard.  How is that progression going, how comfortable are you in that 

situation as you try to (inaudible)? 

 

GERINA PILLER:  I'm getting really comfortable and a lot has to do with obviously my play 

but also just comfort and the confidence I get from my caddie.  I just feel like the more I put 

myself in that situation, and even at ANA, I truly believe that I can do this and that I can win.  

Just being up there more often and putting myself in that situation.  This is my sixth year on 

tour so I definitely feel like I belong out here and I belong at the top. 

 

Q.  Gerina, you also moved into the fourth position for team USA for the International 

Crown.  Can you talk about what that would mean to you to play in that event? 

 

GERINA PILLER:  Yeah, it would be pretty awesome.  Anytime I can put on the Stars and 

Stripes is a great honor for me.  I didn't even know if that was even possible for me to do this 

year, and so it hasn't even been in the back of my mind.  To be in that situation, obviously 

there's a lot of golf to be played.  And I'm not sure what the cut-off date is but that's 

something that is a result-oriented so if I miss (inaudible) in the process, the rest will take 

care of itself. 

 

MODERATOR:  Any other questions?  Brittany, I like your nails, the Texas flag.   

 

BRITTANY LANG:  Yeah, I did it last year as well, thought we would keep it going. 

 

MODERATOR:  You had the camo pants then, right?  Anything else for the wardrobe 

planned for this week?   

 

BRITTANY LANG:  Well, I'm at home so I get to probably wear a new pair of shoes every 

day.  That's about it. 
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